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This Joint Crisis Committee gives delegates the chance to explore the 
crux of history and fantasy: the tumultuous 1970s in the UK, and the 
rise of Lord Voldemort in the Wizarding World. As either members of 
the Order of the Phoenix, led by Albus Dumbledore, or the Death 
Eaters, headed by You-Know-Who himself, delegates will combine magic 
and MUN to change the course of history. 
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This committee will be run as a Joint Crisis Committee (JCC), 
consisting of two separate committee rooms that interact through 
crisis elements.  

The first committee, the Order of the Phoenix, will be chaired by 
Professor Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore. It will consist of 
members of the Order, a secret society formed to combat the rise of 
Lord Voldemort , a Dark wizard who has declared war on Muggles, 
Muggleborn wizards, and the Muggle-tolerant Wizarding establishment.  

The second committee, the Death Eaters, will be chaired by Lord 
Voldemort, once known as Tom Marvolo Riddle. It will consist of 
Voldemort’s supporters, his closest aides and advisors in his crusade 
against Muggles, Muggleborns, and Muggle-tolerant Wizards. A shadowy 
cabal of secret identities, the Death Eaters wear masks to hide their 
faces in public while performing dastardly deeds.  

Delegates in both committees will be participating in structured 
debate following Robert’s Rules of Order/Parliamentary Procedure. They 
will be drafting, debating, and passing Directives as a committee to 
affect the world around them and respond to various crises introduced 
by the background guide and committee staff.  

Delegates will also be writing individual crisis notes, using their 
assigned position’s portfolio powers, their knowledge of the Wizarding 
world and Muggle history, and their own creativity. These notes will 
be sent to the crisis room (by owl post, of course), where staffers 
will respond to them. This process of notes and responses will allow 
delegates to personally affect the world around them, respond to 
committee-wide crises, and create their own personal crisis arc.   

The two committees will be working against each other throughout the 
conference, with each committee’s actions affecting the other. But 
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neither can live while the other survives- by the end of the weekend, 
either the Death Eaters or the Order will prevail, and the Wizarding 
world will never be the same... 
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Wizards and Witches, 

I am so excited to have you join us for a committee that has been 
years in the making. The UCF Model UN team includes a plethora of 
Wizarding World fans, and I am so excited to be helping lead a group 
of them in establishing this committee.  

My name is Rylie Gay and I am a senior at UCF studying Political 
Science. This is my third year competing with the Model UN team at 
UCF, and fourth year competing on the collegiate circuit. Last year I 
was lucky enough to serve as Captain for UCF’s team and was honored to 
earn us a spot among the 50 best MUN teams in the country. As well as 
serving as your director, I also serve as the Executive Director for 
this years KnightMUN (when I finally convinced the Secretariat to have 
a Harry Potter committee, I knew I had to help run it.) This is my 
third year assisting in KnightMUN, having served as AD for the 
Godfather crisis committee two years ago as well as Chairing the 
highly competitive Security Council last year. 

This committee is one of my favorite brainchildren, and I am thrilled 
to be able to combine my two favorite things: MUN and Magic. My hope 
for this JCC is for it to be a fruition of not only myself and the 
crisis coordinators ideas about the Wizarding World, but also all of 
yours. While I am sure that not all of you will be superfans, the 
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Harry Potter series tends to have some sort of an impression on all 
lives that come in contact with it. I hope that this committee enables 
all of you to live through this universe and expand it in ways you 
have always wanted to. We want you to go crazy: forge new alliances, 
create new spells, and push the limits on the universe that we know as 
the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. This is truly your opportunity to 
geek out, and we cannot wait to do it with you.  

That being said, give it your all. Wear your robes, bring your wands, 
organize a post conference quidditch game, we do not care. We just 
want you to have fun, work hard, and make this the best Harry Potter 
committee yet.  

 

Wands at the Ready, 

 

Rylie Gay 

ryliegay@gmail.com 
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Esteemed Delegates,  

 

It is my sincere pleasure to welcome you to a joint crisis committee 
four years in the making. In 2015, after staffing my first KnightMUN, 
I came up with my dream committee: a Harry Potter-themed JCC in which 
delegates could play out the famous Wizarding war that forms the basis 
of the Harry Potter Universe, but hardly gets any screen- or 
page-time. What better setting for a crisis committee than a conflict 
with high stakes, high wizardry, and scant details to limit delegates’ 
creativity? So after three years of submitting and resubmitting this 
committee topic, it has finally been selected to be a part of 
KnightMUN 2019.  

I look forward to seeing you take on the parts of beloved characters 
and supporting roles alike. Playing a less-developed character may 
seem like a disadvantage at first, but the more well-known members of 
each committee are actually more limited by the character details they 
have to stick to. So I hope all of you will dive into your positions 
with enthusiasm, whether they are your favorite character or someone 
you’ve never heard of before. After all, the wand may choose the 
wizard, but the delegate chooses how they’ll play their position.  
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Ultimately, this committee goes out to all of the Harry Potter fans 
out there, from dedicated nerds to total neophytes. What will you make 
of the Wizarding world? How will you tie in the turmoil taking place 
in Muggle England? How will you change the course of history, for 
wizards and Muggles alike? I can’t wait to find out together.  

 

Sincerely yours,   

 

 

Noa Tann 

 

PS: If you have a robe, wear it! If you have a wand, bring it! It’s 
Harry Potter, it’s Model UN, and it’s almost Halloween- there’s no 
better time to let your wizard flag fly.  
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My dear friends, 

We shall not fight evil with evil. Although the times we live in are 
perilous, we shall not lose hope. I have brought you here today to 
plan the downfall of this new Dark Lord. This is not the first time I 
have seen such evil in the world, nor shall it be the last, I suspect. 
But with your aid, we may yet vanquish Mr. Riddle before he gains any 
more power, and bring light back to these dark days.  

We have several arduous tasks ahead of us. First, we must discover the 
identities of the so-called “Death Eaters,” and locate their 
headquarters and hideouts throughout England and the world. Second, we 
must formulate a plan of attack to destroy their organization and its 
leader once and for all. Third, and perhaps most importantly, we must 
repair the tears in the fabric of Wizarding society that allowed such 
individuals to rise to power in the first place.  

First, the Death Eaters’ identities and locations: while we may have 
suspicions as to who the Pure-blood extremists among us may be, 
Riddle’s followers wear masks when they walk among us, and they mask 
their dark deeds in shadow. If we are to defeat them, we must first 
shed light on the truth of who they are, how they operate, where they 
are presently, and where they might flee if their stronghold were to 
be attacked.  

Second, the plan of attack: we seem to be outnumbered at least twenty 
to one. Besides Mr. Riddle and his lieutenants, there are hundreds of 
other followers and lackeys to contend with. We have significant 
resources at our disposal- connections within Hogwarts, the Ministry, 
Gringotts, and elsewhere- but it is impossible to know yet whom we can 
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trust. We must be cautious in our approach, or we shall risk exposing 
ourselves to attacks in return.  

Third, the repair of Wizarding society: the ancient prejudices and 
feuds that plague our kind must come to an end, and each of you must 
be a part of this change. We cannot afford to be divided between 
Squibs and Wizards, Muggleborns and Pure-bloods, or even Humans and 
Magical Creatures. To truly vanquish this Dark Lord, we will need to 
unite like never before.  

 

Ever yours,  

 

Headmaster Albus Percival Wulfric Brian Dumbledore 
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NOTE: This committee begins on the night of October 31, 1972.  

While a Dark wizard rises in the wizarding world, Muggle England is 
entering its own “dark age” in the 1970s.  Conflict between unions and 
industry, political extremism, an economic downturn, and rises in both 
domestic and public violence are all coinciding to drive England to 
the brink of social collapse- or so it seems.  

First, the strikes. Union membership is growing fast, and local union 
leaders are gaining more power than ever. Prime Minister Edward Heath, 
of England’s Conservative Party, was elected two years ago in 1970 on 
promises of limiting union power.  But his 1971 Industrial Relations 
Act had the opposite effect - instead of stabilizing relations between 
unions and employers, it angered union members and leaders throughout 
England, leading to the largest trade union protests since the 1920s. 
Union officials like “Emperor” Jack Jones of the Transport & General 
Workers’ Union and Hugh Scanlon of the Amalgamated Engineering Union 
(the press is 
calling them the 
“Terrible Twins”), 
have unprecedented 
power and sway. Just 
this year, UK coal 
miners held a 
national strike, the 
first since 1926, 
and clashes between 
workers and police 
are only increasing 
in frequency. 
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In politics, the Labour party has made a hard turn to the left, while 
the Conservatives are shifting right out of fears of immigration and a 
socialist takeover. Tony Benn, a charismatic Labour politician, is 
leading the drive towards the far left, allying himself with 
communists of all kinds.  Meanwhile, Margaret Thatcher may only be the 
Minister for Education, but she and her allies at the newly-formed 
Center for Policy Studies are watching their country dissolve into 
chaos, and they see only one solution: a shift towards economic-right 
policies, neoliberalism, and an unrestrained free market.  This 
political polarization, like the union troubles, seems poised to 
continue and escalate in the coming years.  

Economically, things have been pretty good since the end of the Second 
World War. Employment is high, inflation is under control, but growth 
is slowing down, and the UK has had to resort to US bailouts multiple 
times in the last decade.  These indicators of economic troubles have 
Britons feeling uneasy, unstable, and unsure of their future.  

On top of the strikes, political polarization, and economic anxiety, 
there is a very real increase in violence threatening the UK. One of 
the settings of this violence is the Troubles in Ireland- the ongoing 
conflict between loyalists (mostly Protestants, who want Northern 
Ireland to remain part of the UK) and Irish nationalists (mostly 
Catholics, who want to secede and form a United Ireland).Earlier this 
year, on a day known as “Bloody Sunday,” the English Parachute 
Regiment opened fire on Catholic civil rights protestors in Northern 
Ireland, killing 13 civilians.  This widely-publicized event, along 
with ongoing military repression and detainments without trial, has 
inflamed the Troubles from a candle to a firestorm that threatens all 
of the United Kingdom. Violence, assassinations, bombings and casual 
shootings are all on the rise. At more local and personal levels, 
racial, domestic, anti-refugee, gang, and even football-related 
violence are increasing. With these dire circumstances in the Muggle 
world, is it any surprise that Wizarding England is experiencing a 
similar rise in violence? 
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While wizards may be somewhat separate from the Muggle establishment, 
they still live in the same country, and Minister of Magic Eugenia 
Jenkins has a direct line to Muggle PM Edward Heath’s office.  
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NOTE: This committee includes fantasy elements drawn from the Harry 
Potter books, films, mobile game (Hogwarts Mystery), websites 
(Pottermore/Wizarding World/Harry Potter Wiki), and all other canon 
sources. Some details have been adjusted to facilitate committee 
proceedings, but all canon information not contradicted by this 
background guide may be presumed to be true.  

Recent events in the Wizarding world have mirrored their Muggle 
counterparts. In the late 1960s, there was a movement for Squib rights 
that consisted of widespread marches and demonstrations.  Squibs, 
those without magic born to magical parents, have been widely excluded 
from the Wizarding world, and especially from any positions of power. 
Despite the marches of Squibs and Squib allies in the winter of 
1968-1969, they still face descrimination and exclusion, and even 
persecution by some Pure-blood supremacists.  

These Pure-blood extremists, driven by the perceived slight to 
their rightful place at the top of Wizarding society, rioted in Diagon 
Alley in response to the Squib marches. Although Eugenia Jenkins’ 
administration managed to get both marches and riots under control, 
the instability of the late 60s has left Wizarding England just as 
precarious as the Muggle UK.  

Into this state of chaos and blood-status feuding comes Lord 
Voldemort. Claiming to be the next great Dark Wizard, he has just now 
come forward to publicly lay claim to the leadership of the Wizarding 
world. He and his secret group of supporters, the Death Eaters, claim 
to have infiltrated every aspect of English Wizarding society- the 
Ministry, Diagon Alley, and even Hogwarts itself. They have also 
claimed responsibility for recent attacks on Muggles and Muggle-born 
wizards.  
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The Ministry is being stretched to its very limits just trying to 
keep these attacks secret from the Muggle public. Minister Jenkins has 
stated that she has everything under control, but her confidence 
belies the continued Death Eater attacks and sightings of the Dark 
Mark, their Dark symbol, in the skies. Despite Jenkins’ best efforts, 
most wizards are doubtful that she will be able to take down this new 
Dark Lord. Some elements of Wizarding society, mostly Hogwarts 
graduates, have approached recently-appointed Headmaster Albus 
Dumbledore about replacing Jenkins, but he has been adamant in his 
refusal of the position.  

With the Ministry preoccupied by cover-ups, the conflict between 
two closely-guarded secret societies has begun: the Death Eaters, and 
the Order of the Phoenix. Will Voldemort prevail, reshaping the Muggle 
and Wizarding worlds to his will? Will Dumbledore’s followers manage 

to stop the Dark Lord before it’s too late? Only time and crisis notes 
will tell.  
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1. James Potter 

a. B. 1955 (17 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard, recently graduated from Hogwarts. Best 

friends with Remus Lupin, Sirius Black, and Peter Pettigrew, 
dating Lily Evans, and the bitter rival of Severus Snape. 
Skilled at transfiguration magic, James was a Chaser on the 
Gryffindor Quidditch team during his time at school. 

c. Special skills: Animagus (can transform into a stag at will) 
2. Lily Evans 

a. B. 1955 (17 years old) 
b. A muggle-born witch, recently graduated from Hogwarts. 

Childhood friend of Severus Snape, dating James Potter, and 
friends with Remus Lupin, Sirius Black, and Peter Pettigrew. 
Skilled at potions, Lily was a member of potions professor 
Horace Slughorn’s exclusive “Slug Club” while at school.  

c. Special skills: Potions master (has a store of many common 
potion ingredients, can brew all but the most rare/deadly at 
will)  

3. Remus Lupin 
a. B. 1955 (17 years old) 
b. A half-blood wizard, recently graduated from Hogwarts. Best 

friends with fellow Gryffindors James Potter, Sirius Black, 
and Peter Pettigrew. Bitten by notorious dark werewolf 
Fenrir Greyback at age four, Remus has been a werewolf for 
most of his life, although only his best friends and certain 
Hogwarts Professors know about his condition.  

c. Special skills: Defensive magic specialist (can evade and 
protect others from dark spells more easily than most) 
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4. Sirius Black  
a. B. 1954 (18 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard, recently graduated from Hogwarts. Best 

friends with Remus Lupin, James Potter, and Peter Pettigrew. 
The Blacks are a well-known family of Dark Pure-blood 
wizards, including Sirius’ brother Regulus (currently a 
Death Eater), his mother Walburga (a strong Voldemort 
supporter), and their house-elf Kreacher. Sirius has 
rebelled against his family by joining his friends in the 
Order, but can still contact his relatives easily if the 
need arises.  

c. Special Skills: Animagus (can transform into a large, black 
dog at will) 

5. Peter Pettigrew 
a. B. 1955 (17 years old) 
b. A half-blood wizard, recently graduated from Hogwarts. Best 

friends with Remus Lupin, James Potter, and Sirius Black. 
Although not particularly skilled at any one school of 
magic, Peter makes powerful friends easily, and has already 
used his skill at making connections to join the Order. 
Where he will apply his social panache next remains to be 
seen.  

c. Special Skills: Animagus (can transform into a brown rat at 
will) 

6. Arthur Weasley 
a. B. 1945 (27 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard, employed by the Ministry of Magic as a 

Junior Officer in the Misuse of Muggle Artifacts Office. 
Recently married to Molly Weasly (née Prewett), Arthur has 
one son (Bill, now 2 years old) and is expecting a second 
child this year. Arthur was inspired to join both the Order 
and the Ministry by his passion for Muggle equality, and a 
desire to protect them from the darker aspects of the 
wizarding world.  
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c. Special Skills: Muggle specialist (possesses an extensive 
collection of muggle artifacts, and knowledge of how to 
enchant them) 

7. Molly Weasley 
a. B. 1945 (27 years old) 
b. A pure-blood witch from an ancient wizarding family, the 

Prewetts, Molly joined the Order along with her husband, 
Arthur, and her two brothers Gideon and Fabian. In between 
raising her 2-year-old son Bill and preparing for the birth 
of her second child (expected this year), Molly supports the 
Order in its fight against Voldemort in a variety of ways. 
Sister of the Prewett Brothers. 

c. Special Skills: Charms expert (from protective spells, to 
healing, to making food magically delicious, Molly is 
proficient in many detailed, small-scale magics) 

8. Alice Longbottom 
a. B. 1947 (25 years old) 
b. A pure blood witch employed by the Ministry of Magic as an 

Auror: an investigator and front-line fighter against Dark 
magic. As an auror, Alice is one of the most qualified 
members of the order, with several years of experience 
directly combatting Dark wizards under her belt. She was a 
brilliant student at Hogwarts, achieving the high marks 
necessary to join the exclusive Auror Office.  

c. Special Skills: Very talented at defensive magic and 
transfiguration 

9. Frank Longbottom 
a. B. 1947 (25 years old) 
b. A pure blood wizard employed by the Ministry of Magic as an 

Auror: an investigator and front-line fighter against Dark 
magic. As an auror, Frank is one of the most qualified 
members of the order, with several years of experience 
directly combatting Dark wizards under his belt. He was a 
brilliant student at Hogwarts, achieving the high marks 
necessary to join the exclusive Auror Office. 

c. Special Skills: Very talented at potions and defensive magic 
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10. Minerva McGonagall 
a. B. 1935 (37 years old) 
b. A half-blood witch, employed by Hogwarts as a professor of 

transfiguration and head of Gryffindor. Minerva is a shrewd, 
no-nonsense professor and a master of transfiguration magic. 
She is a close confidant of Albus Dumbledore, her former 
teacher and current superior at Hogwarts. 

c. Special skills: Animagus (can transform into a tabby cat at 
will) 

11. Kingsley Shacklebolt 
a. B. 1956 
b. A pure-blood wizard, employed by the Ministry of Magic as an 

Auror: an investigator and front-line fighter against Dark 
magic.  

12. Rubeus Hagrid 
a. B. 1928 (44 years old) 
b. A half-giant wizard, employed by Hogwarts as gamekeeper at 

the request of Albus Dumbledore. Framed for a crime he did 
not commit, he was expelled from Hogwarts and his wand was 
snapped (although he still performs magic with his pink 
umbrella, which contains the wand fragments).  

c. Special skills: Carer for magical creatures (has an affinity 
for magical creatures of all kinds, and can form strong 
bonds with even the most dangerous of beasts) 

13. Alastor Moody 
a. B. 1948 (24 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard employed by the Ministry of Magic as an 

Auror. He is relentless in his fight against the Dark Arts 
and maybe a bit overly suspicious of what he perceives to be 
potential magical traps. 

c. Special skills: Combat magic specialist (skilled at 
offensive spells, which make him formidable in a duel and 
capable of hunting down Dark wizards) 
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14. Dedalus Diggle 
a. B. 1954 (18 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard employed by the Ministry of Magic. What 

he may be lacking in the common sense department, he more 
than makes up for with his knowledge of charms magic. 

c. Special skills: Proficient in charms magic (can enchant 
objects to behave in ways they normally would not) 

15. Elphias Doge 
a. B. 1881 (91 years old) 
b. A pure-blood wizard employed by the Ministry of Magic as 

Special Advisor to the Wizengamot. He stands for fairness 
and will not abide slander of Muggle-borns or Squibs. A 
close friend to Albus Dumbledore. 

c. Special skills: Very advanced in most forms of magic, has 
many powerful connections 

16. Aberforth Dumbledore 
a. B. 1883 (89 years old) 
b. A half-blood wizard and barman of the Hog’s Head Inn in 

Hogsmeade. Ever since the death of his sister Ariana, he has 
had a strained relationship with his older brother Albus. He 
has a talent for duelling, a skill which he employs 
frequently. 

c. Special skills: Owner of the Hog’s Head (has connections in 
Hogsmeade and access to a hidden passage into Hogwarts) 

17. Mundungus Fletcher 
a. B. 1954 (18 years old) 
b. A half-blood wizard, Mundungus’s reputation is questionable 

at best due to his illegal activities and illicit dealings. 
Many members of the Order are less than enthusiastic about 
his participation, but he is fiercely loyal to Dumbledore, 
and as such will do anything he can to help the cause. 

c. Special skills: Black market connections (can get his hands 
on almost anything if he sends an owl to the right person) 

18. Emmeline Vance 
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a. B. 1939 
b. Viewed as a very talented and skillful witch, one of 

Dumbledore’s closest friends. She has many high connections 
within the wizarding community, all of whom regard her 
advice highly. 

c. Skills: Talented at Charms and flying on a broomstick. 
19. Fabian Prewett 

a. B. 1942 
b. With his twin brother, Fabian is a popular member of the 

Order. He has many talents, humor being premier among them. 
He is said to light up whatever room he walks into. 

c. Skills: Talented at transfiguration and potions. 
20. Gideon Prewett 

a. B. 1942 
b. With his twin brother, Gideon is a popular member of the 

Order. He has many talents, humor being premier among them. 
He is said to light up whatever room he walks into. 

c. Skills: Talented at defensive spells and charms. 
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I. Basic Spells (available for use at any time, by any delegate): 

1. Accio: Attracts an item to your location 
2. Aguamenti: Creates a stream of water from the tip of your 

wand 
3. Alohomora: Unlocks most regular locks, unless otherwise 

enchanted 
4. Confundo: Causes confusion in a person or object 
5. Diffindo: Used to cut through objects 
6. Expelliarmus: Disarms opponent 
7. Impedimenta: Slows down attackers 
8. Incendio: Creates a stream of fire from the tip of your wand 
9. Lumos: Creates a source of light from the end of your wand 
10. Muffliato: Fills the ears of people near the caster with 

unidentifiable buzzing, allowing for conversation without 
being overheard 

11. Nox: Extinguishes light 
12. Petrificus Totalus: Body bind spell, paralyzes victim 
13. Priori Incantatem: Forces a wand to show an “echo” of the 

last spell it performed 
14. Protego Totalum: Casts a protection shield around dwelling 

or place 
15. Protego: Provides user with a shield from other spells and 

opponents 
16. Relashio: Forces opponent to release their hold on something 
17. Reparo: Repairs a broken item 
18. Revelio: Used to reveal intruders/imposters 
19. Stupefy: Can knock out an opponent 
20. Wingardium Leviosa: Causes an item to levitate 
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II. Difficult Spells (require advanced knowledge and significant 
power, unavailable to delegates unless/until they have studied 
them at length): 

1. Expecto Patronum: Creates a shield against dementors, in the 
form of a wispy apparition or (at more advanced levels) a 
corporeal, ghostly creature that represents the caster. 
Corporeal patronuses have also been used to send urgent, 
secret messages. 

2. Legilimens: Magical mind-reading, allows the caster to 
detect if the subject is lying, as well as delve into their 
thoughts, emotions, and memories. Highly skilled casters can 
also influence the minds they invade, or even possess them 
temporarily. 

3. Obliviate: Causes a subject to lose their memory. 
4. Occlumens: Magical mind-shielding, allows the caster to 

defend themselves from the effects of legilimency. 
5. Sectumsempra: A newly created curse of which few are aware. 

Slashes the victim at a distance, creating deep wounds and 
significant blood loss. Responds to the slightest shift in 
the caster’s movements- one wrong move, and it may strike an 
unintended target 

III. Unforgivable Curses (available for use, but beware their fiendish 
difficulty and dire consequences): 

1. Crucio: Inflicts excruciating pain on the recipient of the 
curse (tortures them) 

2. Avada Kedavra: Causes instant and painless death, 
accompanied by a bolt of green light 

3. Imperio: Causes the victim to perform the unquestioned 
bidding of the caster 

NOTE: You are not limited to the spells listed above, if there are 
other spells you would like to use or develop, feel free! Just be 
ready to defend your use of them.  
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Resources 
The Muggle World: 

1. Why does the 1970s get painted as such a bad decade? 
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-17703483 

2. Back to the future: what the turmoil of the 1970s can teach us 
today 
https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/uk/2019/05/back-future-what
-turmoil-1970s-can-teach-us-today 

3. Life in 1970s Britain 
https://www.bushtheatre.co.uk/bushgreen/life-in-1970s-britain/ 

4. Britain’s 1970s retread 
https://www.economist.com/buttonwoods-notebook/2017/11/15/britain
s-1970s-retread 

5. How did 70s Britain crumble from economic success to power cuts, 
inflation and rubbish in the streets? 
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-7150007/What-lif
e-like-1970s-Britain-time-unemployment-low.html 

6. London in the 1970s: Fascinating photos 
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/london-in-the-1970s-fascin
ating-photos-reveal-life-in-the-capital-40-years-ago-a3780461.htm
l 

The Wizarding World: 

1. The Harry Potter Wiki: 
https://harrypotter.fandom.com/wiki/Main_Page 

2. Pottermore: https://www.wizardingworld.com/ 
3. The Harry Potter Lexicon: https://www.hp-lexicon.org 
4. MuggleNet: http://www.mugglenet.com 
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